
HEDGE DAMAGE
Leather with this type of marked, 
unhealed tear is never processed 

by responsible specialists. 
Absolute quality deteriorating 

characteristics.

FAT WRINKLES
Occur in most cases in the neck 

area, lending the leather a grainy, 
rustic look appreciated by 

connoisseurs.

DUNK MARK
Accepted in mild form  

in aniline leather.

GOAD MARKS
Slight „battle scars“ like this goad 
mark are attractive effects and do 
not impair the serviceability value of 
the leather.

STALL INJURIES
Not acceptable for further 
processing when occurring 
cumulatively as shown here.

OPERATION SCARS
Even when well healed, not 
acceptable for use as furniture 
leather.

PITCHFORK DAMAGE 
Is only processed if occurring in 
isolated cases and well healed.

ULCER
Not suitable for exposed 
surfaces, but only in concealed 
areas (underneath).

CURRY COMB SCRATCHES
A mark of well tended stall 
reared cattle, not an impair-
ment to the serviceability of 
the leather.

LEATHER – THE GREAT NATURAL PRODUCT WITH FLAIR

Leather, a piece of living nature! It breathes, is sturdy, skin compatible and, whats more, through it´s refinement 
especially easy-care. The leather Longlife by himolla is complying with the demands for „healthy living“ of the 
Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel e.V. 
Due to the according finishing this leather is robust and durable. Normal staining appearing in general use is easily 
removable by appropriate cleaning.

In choosing leather you have opted for a unique, living covering material! Each skin is showing individual natural 
characteristics and different structures and colours. Grown, small scars, sporadic insect bites or smaller, rough 
spots are no flaw, but a sign that your leather is natural and original.

Leather is a product of nature. Please take in mind that for delivered upholstered furniture discrepancies in colour 
from the sample collections and displays are hardly to be avoided. As for any skin, also for cow hide it is normal 
that differently strong embossment and diverse signs of life are showing. This is no blemish, but a sign of nature 
and growth and thus a product-typical characteristic.

Listed below please find some of the characteristics which 
may be found on your upholstered leather furniture

ROT MARKS
(conservation damage) A feature 

which is not found in good leather 
furniture, as this type of quality 

defect is not acceptable.

BRANDS
Well healed brands (generally in 

semi-wild overseas cattle) can 
achieve interesting effects in 

rustic leather furniture.

INSECT BITES
Dark marks on the leather skin, but not 
dark marks in terms of quality. 
With the right type of furniture design, 
this can provide a highly effective surface 
appearance.

LEATHER SORTING

4. SURFACE DYED 
AND EMBOSSED

5. CORRECTED,
SURFACE DYED,
EMBOSSED

7. SPLIT LEATHER
Covered split leather

3. COVER DYED
Nappaleather pigmented

2. SEMI ANILINE
slightly pigmented nappa leather

1. ANILINE
Nappa leather in its natural state

Nappa leather: Generic term for soft, 
full grained, dyed-through smooth 
leather.

* not used by himolla

6. BUFFED, SURFACE 
DYED, EMBOSSED

leather is a natural product - with characteristic features
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